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Basically, it consists of a climate model (CGCM) run at high resolution and 
initialized realistically in all its components (atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, 
snow cover, soil moisture, etc). A large ensemble of forecasts is 
fundamental.

Predictive skill has quite a different meaning for weather forecasts (~days), 
seasonal forecasts (~months), decadal forecasts (~years) and climate 
forecasts (~decades or more). 

In seasonal forecasting, skill represents the capability of the system to 
predict monthly mean, or seasonal mean anomalies of meteorological 
fields (e.g. Tmax, Z500) or indices (NAO, ENSO, frequency of blocking and 
extreme events)  and  the likelihood of these exceeding certain thresholds.

A realistic representation of the observed mean climate, seasonal cycle, 
variance at different timescales, extremes, teleconnections and key 
physical processes is a prerequisite for good skill.

What is a Seasonal Prediction System?
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Kim et at., 2012

 Models have their own equilibrium climate
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Biases depend on lead time...
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This is called model drif

Hermanson et at., 2016

Lazar et at., 2005
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Representation of variability
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Representation of Teleconnections
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Representation of Teleconnections
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Deterministic  and  Probabilistic  forecasts
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ACC
Anomaly Correlation Coefficient

ROC
Relative Operative Characteristics Score

How to evaluate them?

Deterministic                                 Probabilistic
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Anomaly Correlation Coefficient

   It is computed for the ensemble mean forecast

   It is not affected by bias correction / calibration

   Also used as pattern correlation (Taylor diagrams)

   Forecasts errors can be large regardless of ACC

   ACC increases with the ensemble size

   ACC deteriorates with lead time
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 Common features indicate real predictability

   Athanasiadis et at., 2016
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       Example:  the winter NAO

   Athanasiadis et at., 2016
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  Signal-to-noise ratio

   Athanasiadis et at., 2016
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RMSE and ACC depend on lead time
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 How to assess the probabilistic skill?
Reliability diagrams and ROC score / curves
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   Materia et at., 2014



Relative Operative Characteristics (ROC) curve
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ACC

ROC + ROC -
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 Ensemble plumes for  NINO3.4



 R         Representation of blocking frequency

Athanasiadis et at., 2014
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 Taylor diagrams to assess spatial match

   Taylor K.E. (2001)
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 For middlatitude dynamics and variability
the eddy-driven jet variability is key

CFSv2 UKMO CMCC

ERA-Int NCEP
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NAO (+)

EAP (+)EAP (-)

NAO (-)



In order for a seasonal prediction system to make skillful forecasts, it has 
to simulate well all the major physical processes associated to seasonal 
predictability. 

This is possible only if the model has a realistic climate and variability 
thereof.

Variability and predictability at seasonal timescales are directly associated 
to teleconnections and the drivers of low-frequency variability.

A large ensemble size and a sophisticated initialization strategy are 
necessary for sampling the non-predictable, chaotic variability and 
enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio.

Deterministic and probabilistic skills provide complementary information.

 

SKILL COMES LAST, 
FIRST COMES MODEL PERFORMANCE
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